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What are our expectations of Church?
“Intergenerationally sticky churches employ structures that provide opportunities for people of different generations to foster relationships with one another.” (p. 257.)
Common Ground Community
Sharing core convictions

“Intergenerationally sticky churches strive to help Christians of all ages recognize the core values and beliefs that they hold in common.” (p258)
Make a Difference (MAD) Project
Intergenerationally sticky churches encourage young and old people to develop empathy to one another, to learn to walk in each others’ shoes.
Honoring Diverse gifts

“Intergenerationally Sticky Churches encourage people of different generations to value, honour and receive one another’s gifts. They recognize the need to foster dynamics of power, mutuality, and equity that strengthen, rather than undermine cohesion between the generations.” p.261.
SPACE Contemplative Community
Fox Juice Of the Sun Must Much
- Natural Love
- Nature Bond
- Green Bonding
- Clean Bonding
- Green Bonding
- Inner Bond to Sporran
- Open-Heartedness of God
- Abundance, Clean Chest
- Clean Heart
- The Openness of Silence
- The Openness of Silence, Intimate Distance
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